We demonstrate controlled manipulation of semiconductor and metallic nanoparticles (NPs) with 5-15 nm diameters and assemble these NPs into hybrid structures. The manipulation is accomplished under ambient environment using a commercial atomic force microscope (AFM). There are particular difficulties associated with manipulating NPs this small. In addition to spatial drift, the shape of an asymmetric AFM tip has to be taken into account in order to understand the intended and actual manipulation results. Furthermore, small NPs often attach to the tip via electrostatic interaction and modify the effective tip shape. We suggest a method for detaching the NPs by performing a pseudo-manipulation step. Finally, we show by example the ability to assemble these small NPs into prototypical hybrid nanostructures with well-defined composition and geometry.
Introduction
Currently, a major field in photonics is the study of how surface plasmon resonances of metallic NPs shape optical fields at the nanoscale [1, 2] . In hybrid photonic devices, metallic nanostructures are often used as optical antennas, cavities or waveguides which then interact with active semiconductor components [3, 4] . The interaction between the metallic and semiconductor components strongly depends on their size, shape and geometric arrangement. This feature provides great flexibility in designing custom nanophotonic devices with desired properties but also presents serious challenges in their synthesis and characterization. Many appealing hybrid nanostructures are synthesized in solution. A common problem with chemically synthesized hybrid structures is that a broad range of structures with ill-controlled configurations are produced [5, 6] . In order to reveal the intrinsic properties of hybrid nanostructures, a method for producing well-controlled prototypical hybrid nanostructures is highly desirable. Nanomanipulation methods based on micromanipulators and scanning probe microscopy are well suited for this task.
The impressive capability of manipulating individual atoms on surfaces has been previously demonstrated [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Manipulating objects with diameters ranging from a few nanometers to tens of nanometers in ambient environments, however, poses its own challenges and has broad applications in nanotechnology.
AFM is particularly suitable for nanomanipulation tasks, and much progress has been made in the last decade in the area of AFM nanomanipulation. For example, nanosized objects of various shapes (e.g. spheres, rods, wires and tubes) have been manipulated on a flat substrate [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Simple three-dimensional manipulations, such as pushing an NP across a step or over other particles, have also been demonstrated [24, 13] . Automatic manipulation protocols have been devised and implemented with some success [13] . However, manipulating nano-objects with high success rates and accuracy remains challenging due to a lack of predictive understanding of adhesion and friction on the nanoscale [25] [26] [27] .
In this paper, we discuss AFM nanomanipulation of colloidal CdSe/ZnS semiconductor NPs with 5-8 nm diameters and colloidal Au metallic NPs with 15 nm diameters. While standard AFM nanomanipulation works well for relatively large NPs, manipulating NPs smaller than the size of the AFM probe apex remains challenging. In what follows, we review several important technical aspects in manipulating small NPs. First, a system with excellent mechanical/thermal stability is critical for successful manipulation of small NPs. Second, the asymmetric shape of the tip must be taken into account in order to understand the intended and actual manipulation results. Third, small NPs often adhere to the tip and lead to a modified effective tip shape. We suggest a method for detaching the NP by performing a pseudo-manipulation step. Finally, we present an example of an assembled hybrid nanostructure in which four Au NPs surround one CdSe/ZnS NP in a well-defined geometry. Although the components of such a hybrid structure are not physically linked (e.g. by molecules), their properties still change because of photonic and electronic interactions among the components. For example, the photoluminescence lifetime of the semiconductor emitter may shorten due to both the modified electromagnetic environment and the nonradiative energy transfer to the metallic NPs.
Method
We use a standard protocol that has been previously applied for nanomanipulation. The manipulation process consists of several steps as illustrated in figure 1 . NPs are first imaged with the feedback engaged, as shown in figure 1(a) , and an NP is selected to be manipulated. Next, using commercial manipulation software, a line is drawn that starts behind the chosen NP and ends at the target position ( figure 1(b) ). The tip is then positioned behind the NP. The tip moves along the trajectory defined by the line on the screen ( figure 1(c) ) and pushes the NP upon contact. In this pushing step, the z feedback is disengaged. Once the tip reaches the target position, the AFM probe is pulled away and the feedback is re-engaged. Finally, the sample is imaged again to examine the result of the manipulation. If the NP is not at the target position, this multi-step procedure is repeated. An interesting question to ask is how NPs (especially spherical and cylindrical NPs) move on the substrate during the manipulation, i.e. do they slide or roll? This question is debated in the literature [28, 29] . No general rules are currently known. The experiments presented here do not address this particular question.
A closed-loop commercial AFM (Veeco-Dimension 3100) operated under ambient environment was used for nanomanipulation. The NanoMan software from Veeco was employed, which compensates for hysteresis and drift to some degree. Soft tapping mode cantilevers from Mikromasch were used with nominal force constants of ∼5-7.5 N m −1 . Samples were prepared on quartz substrates (Meller Optics) with a surface roughness of ∼2 nm. The substrates were cleaned with a solution of sulfuric acid (H 2 SO 4 , 98%) and hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 , 30%) mixed with a ratio of 1:1, rinsed with deionized water and then dried with high purity nitrogen gas. Colloidal Au NPs with nominally 15 nm diameter (British Biocell, 15704-20) were suspended in water at a concentration of 1.4 × 10 12 particles ml −1 . CdSe/ZnS core/shell NPs (NN-labs, CZ620-25, ∼5 nm diameters) with an original concentration of 1.6 × 10 −5 mol l −1 were diluted with toluene to 10 −9 mol l −1 . The NPs were spin-coated at 4000 rpm onto the substrates, and then the substrates were heated at 100
• C for a few minutes to dry. Typical AFM parameters used for manipulating the small NPs are the following: a low integrative gain of ∼0.15, a proportional gain ∼0.3 and a scanning speed of 1 µm s −1 for imaging and 5-20 µm s −1 for manipulation. The scanning area was typically limited to ∼1 µm × 1 µm to avoid the bowing effect. Z offset relative to the substrate is typically from −10 to 20 nm for cantilevers with a large spring constant (20 N m −1 or larger). For cantilevers with a small spring constant (5 N m −1 ), Z offset is typically set from −40 to −20 nm.
Results and discussion
It is challenging to manipulate a NP with a small diameter, especially when moving the NP over longer distances [13] . If a particle is not struck directly at its center, the particle may slip away from the tip and the manipulation fails [13] . It takes 5-10 min to scan a 1 µm × 1 µm area to obtain clear images of small NPs. Spatial drift as small as a few nanometers during this time may be problematic for the following manipulation step. A system with excellent mechanical stability is clearly a prerequisite for successful nanomanipulation.
Nevertheless, spatial uncertainties originating from thermal drift or nonlinearities of piezo actuators, such as hysteresis and creep, cannot be eliminated completely. Before any manipulation, a few images should be taken to examine the degree and direction of spatial drift between the sequential images. User correction is often necessary by anticipating the NPs' locations, taking into account the drift. A different manipulation method based on sweeping NPs is less susceptible to spatial drift but is more difficult to control the precise direction of NP motion [30, 31] .
The shape of an asymmetric tip plays a significant role in predicting the motion of the NP during manipulation. AFM images (figure 2) taken before and after manipulating an NP in two opposite directions demonstrate this AFM probeshape-dependent effect clearly. To move a 15 nm NP to the right, the arrow was created to direct the tip motion as shown in figure 2(a) . The image taken after the manipulation ( figure 2(b) ) shows the NP was moved successfully to the target position at the end of the arrow. We then attempted to move the NP to the left by drawing the cursor shown in figure 2(c) . Since the arrow is placed some distance away from the NP, visually the NP might be expected to stay in its original position. The particle, however, moved to the left as shown in figure 2(d) . One obvious reason that may cause such a directional asymmetry in manipulation is spatial drift. However, the spatial drift (∼10 nm) between subsequent images alone cannot explain the separation between the tip and the end of the arrow (∼40 nm) in this case. The difference between manipulations in opposite directions can also be caused by the asymmetric tip shape resulting from tip manufacturing, mounting processes and/or abrasion. As illustrated in the schematic in figure 2(e), the distances between the center of the NP and the apex of the tip are different, depending on whether the NP is positioned to the left or right side of the tip. In moving the NP to the right, the tip starts to push the NP at a distance of d 1 . In moving the NP to the left, however, the tip starts to push the NP at a distance of d 2 . Because d 2 is larger than d 1 , the NP moved to the left in figure 2(d) even though the arrow did not appear to contact the NP. In the schematics shown in figure 2(e), the ratio between the diameter of the tip and NP is 2:1. If the diameter of the NP is taken as 15 nm, the difference between d 2 and d 1 is more than 25 nm. This tip shape effect is always present. The effect, however, is especially visually striking for this particular combination of particle size and tip shape. Shown in figure 2(f) is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (taken by a Hitachi S-5500) of a typical tip (Mikromasch, NSC-35-B) in which the asymmetric tip shape is clearly visible. Because of the large variation in tip shapes, we suggest the user to always gauge the asymmetric tip shape by performing test manipulations in all four directions (up, down, left and right). The difference between the apparent arrow positions and final NP positions depends on the direction of manipulation and must be taken into account for precisely placing a small NP at a target position.
Small metallic or semiconductor NPs often adhere to the tip via electrostatic interaction during nanomanipulation. There are two signatures for this sticking event: the NP is missing in the next image and the spatial resolution of the image might change due to the modified 'effective tip shape'. In the example shown in figure 3 , we used Au NPs with diameters ranging from 8 to 15 nm and an AFM tip with a radius of curvature of 15-20 nm. For the purpose of nanomanipulation, attached NPs need to be dropped before the next manipulation step. One method for detaching the NP is to perform a 'pseudo'-manipulation step, as illustrated in figure 3 . An AFM image was taken and the NP enclosed in the box was chosen to be manipulated ( figure 3(a) ). An arrow was created to direct the tip motion (white arrow in figure 3(b) ) and the resulting AFM image after the tip motion is shown in figure 3(b) . Only the portion of the image between the two dashed lines was updated. Notice the selected NP is missing from the AFM image and the spatial resolution in the updated area was different from the rest of the image in figure 3(b) . These changes suggest the NP is attached to the tip and the convoluted spatial resolution in the updated region was determined by the modified tip rather than the bare tip 1 . To drop the NP, we chose a clean area on the substrate and drew an arrow away from the NP as shown in figure 3(c) . The whole area was rescanned following the pseudo-manipulation step and all the NPs between the two dotted lines in figure 3(b) now look larger compared to those in the same region in figure 3(b) . The detached NP (enclosed in the box) left behind can also be observed. We note that there are additional small surface features in figure 3(c) along the path of the manipulation highlighted in figure 3(b) . These small features are residues from the Au NP. We observe such residues left from Au NPs in many cases.
The drop-off method described above is based on the fact that the adhesion force is a function of time. As the contact time between two surfaces increases, the adhesion force increase. Schematics illustrating the process of attachment and the following detachment are shown in figure 3(d) . In the first step, the tip pushes the NP to the left and the NP attaches to the tip. Next, by pressing the tip down, the NP is perturbed and the adhesion force between the NP and tip is reduced. If the tip is dragged away immediately, there is a high possibility to detach the NP. We have prepared ten different batches of samples (Au NPs on quartz, glass and Si). For each batch of sample, 50 manipulations were performed on average. Au NPs stuck on the tip during ∼30% of the manipulations. All NPs were dropped with 1-2 pseudo-manipulation steps 2 . We note that this drop-off method was used to detach carbon nanotubes from an AFM tip with a similar success rate.
When manipulating very small NPs, the NP may attach very close to the tip of the AFM probe and lead to an improved spatial resolution in the subsequent images. We present one such example of manipulating CdSe/ZnS NPs (∼5 nm diameter). After taking an initial image of sparsely dispersed CdSe/ZnS NPs, a manipulation step was attempted as indicated by the arrow in figure 4(a) . Following this manipulation, another image ( figure 4(b) ) was taken to examine the result. The chosen NP (particle 3) was not present in the second scan. In addition, the resolution of the image clearly improved, indicating that the 5 nm NP was attached to the AFM tip. In certain applications, it may be desirable to attach an NP to the tip. Similar modified probes have been used to improve optical imaging [32] and conduct measurements of singlenanoparticle interactions [33] , resonant energy transfer [34] , adhesive forces [35] and scattering [36] . In order to achieve this goal, one can use a probe with a low aspect ratio, bring the probe lower to increase the contact area between the probe and NP, and push the NP at a slow scan speed to increase the contact time.
Finally, we present an example of a hybrid nanostructure consisting of four 15 nm Au NPs and one 5 nm CdSe/ZnS NP. The samples were diluted and spin-coated in such a way as to obtain a few NPs in a 2 µm × 2 µm area ( figure 5(a) ). 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated the assembly of hybrid nanostructures under ambient conditions using a commercial AFM and its control software. Although the manipulation method has been applied previously, we discussed a few technical issues that help to improve the success rate and accuracy of manipulating NPs with diameters of 15 nm or smaller. In additional to spatial drift, an asymmetric tip may cause the NP to end up in a different position from the end of the arrow. The deviation depends on the specific direction of manipulation. Users are advised to gauge the tip shape by performing test manipulation steps in different directions and to adjust the manipulation accordingly for precise placement of the NP. In the event that a small NP unintentionally attaches to the tip, one can drop the NP by performing a pseudo-manipulation step. This drop-off method takes advantage of the timedependent nature of adhesion and has been shown to work with a high success rate. Finally, we demonstrated that one can assemble hybrid nanostructures with well-controlled compositions and geometries. Future experiments capable of providing simultaneous structural and optical/electrical characterizations on individual nanostructures will help reveal their intrinsic properties and promote the development of nanophotonic devices based on hybrid materials.
